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IDEAS, LIKE PEOPLE, SOMETIMES NEED  

A SECOND CHANCE  TO FIND THEIR GROOVE.  

GIVE THEM THREE. GIVE THEM TEN.

Patricia Healy McMeans lives and works in 
Minneapolis. She is an artist, writer, curator, and 
sometime independent editor and publisher of 
projects taking the form of books and other printed 
matter. She teaches at the Minneapolis College of 
Art and Design, and has collaborated much in the 
past 6 years: with the good folks at Art of This gallery 
in south Minneapolis, Katinka Galanos to run the 
Duets Series at formerly Quincy Street Projects, and 
Christopher dela Pole to curate and produce Pay 
Attention: GM08, the first large survey exhibition of 
the Greater Minneapolis emerging contemporary art 
scene. She traveled and taught college art courses 
on Semester at Sea, the Summer Voyage 2009, which 
explored the Mediterranean. She also co-curated 
the international travelling exhibition 8x8x8 MSP/
LON/NYC in 2006-07 which journeyed both the work 
and its 24 artists from Minneapolis to London and 
then New York over an 18-month duration. Her most 
recent project on 2011 was called NOT-BOOK: This Is 
Not a Book, a 102-page plus enhanced CD publication 
that involved several artists in the forthcoming TEN 
CHANCES residency. Considering herself primarily an 
artist, her strategies continue to place the artist first 
and create opportunities for artists to move.
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THE IDEA:

THIS DISCURSIVE ART RESIDENCY BRIDGES THE 
GAP BETWEEN ACADEMIA AND THE REAL WORLD. 
IT IS A PLACE FOR SERIOUS ARTISTS OF RIGOR TO 
STEP BACK FROM THE HUSTLE AND TAKE TIME FOR 
EXPERIMENT AND RESEARCH. IDEAS, LIKE PEOPLE, 
SOMETIMES NEED A SECOND CHANCE TO FIND THEIR 
GROOVE. GIVE THEM THREE. GIVE THEM TEN.

Nine (9) practicing artists, both local (MSP) and out-
state, came together in late July, taking up temporary 
work residence in a unique urban Minneapolis space 
for the three-week duration.

All artists are asked to bring an open mind, an open 
heart, and some studio chops.

This is a time that is meant for the artists; they 
may use it simply to do research, or to collaborate 
with another resident in a new form, or to stir the 
beginnings of a new body of work.

When artists can find the time and space to even think 
about the possibility of doing a residency, which often 
artists have to pay for out-of-pocket, they are usually 
signed up for a particular time slot without regard to 
whom will be there at that same time.

We believe artists can thrive when given room and 
agency! So, first beginning with a small group of 
select MSP artists, we hold an equal number of 
resident seats open for an out-state group which they 
elect and invite themselves. In this way, the original 
core can determine their own resident nucleus and 
modes of making.

Ten Chances is not an escape, but an opportunity. 
It is a new residency paradigm with a vast potential 
influence on the greater contemporary  
art community.

THE PROGRAM:

Every artist receives a stipend, and travel funds if 
necessary, for their time.

(This is based on a European model of economy, 
where artists receive incomes and commissions 
which are not solely based on market-value product.)

Once a week, a Guest Lecturer is invited to join the 
resident group for conversation and studio visits.

THE LEGACY:

The residency artist core group decides collectively 
on a form which documents their time in residence - 
be it exhibition, film, happening, event, performance, 
podcast or other open form.

Each year’s residency will carry forth a documentary 
book.

MISSION STATEMENT
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K. VALENTINE CADIEUX
Minneapolis
MA, PhD: University of Toronto, 2006 
BA: Harvard University, 1998

Valentine Cadieux teaches about land-
scape, geography, and politics at the 
University of Minnesota. Her work focuses 
on the ways that urban and rural environ-
mental ideologies and anxieties relate to 
land use practices and on the ways that 
groups negotiate conflicts and contradic-
tions in their aspirations for food systems, 
residential landscapes, and environmental 
planning. She is currently working on a 
project that concerns how stories are told 
about food.

DANIEL DEAN
Minneapolis
BFA: George Mason University, 2005
MFA: University of Minnesota, current

Daniel Dean produces sculpture, video, 
and public art projects that focus on pub-
lic spaces, value, and social systems. He 
often pursues collaboration that explores 
social relationships, participation, and 
issues of public and private space. He has 
been an integral member of Floating Lab 
Collective since 2008.

2012 ARTIST IN RESIDENCE

JOHN FLEISCHER
Minneapolis
BS: University of Minnesota
www.johnjfleischer.com

Over the last few years, Fleischer has 
drawn on transformation narratives to 
realize a series of speculative works that 
explore the relationship between notions 
such as impermanence and regeneration, 
immediacy and inaccessibility, growth  
and decay.

BEN GARTHUS
New York City
MFA: University of Minnesota, 2011 
BFA: University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 
2001

Ben Garthus is a Brooklyn-based artist 
that makes work which stretches the 
boundaries of sculpture to include the 
unexpected discoveries that are possible 
when human interaction merges with 
systems, objects and structures.

PETER McLARNAN
Minneapolis
BFA: University of Minnesota, 2007

McLarnan’s work is a hybrid of ideas and 
forms, ranging from video to installation 
to performance. He switches from the first 
to third person comfortably, using the ver-
nacular of cinematic techniques to codify 
new systems and psychological spaces. 
He strives to allow the work to remain 
“in between” space while still scripting 
its presence. His feature-length film, 
The Sound of Small Things, premiered at 
Slamdance and the MSPIFF in 2012.

KELSEY OLSON
Minneapolis
BFA: Minneapolis College of Art and 
Design, 2010
www.kelseyolson.com

Kelsey Olson presently makes images  
that investigate the contact print.  
Beginning with a photographic surface, 
the prints are, say, rubbed with body  
lotion, exposed by lightning, or mixing  
silver gelatin printing processes with 
others. The effects render the prints 
painting-like: flat, stark, color  
field, patterns.

CHAD RUTTER
Minneapolis
MFA: University of Minnesota, 2010
BFA: Minneapolis College of Art and 
Design, 2006

This work explores ideas of land, site,  
history and American landscape tourism, 
and ranges from sculpture to drawing 
to photo-based books. Rutter collects 
artifacts over the course of his travels 
and builds for them interpretive display 
structures; taking his cues from pathways, 
kiosks and other structures in state and 
national parks as well as roadside attrac-
tions such as amateur museums and  
tourist traps. In the work, Rutter re-
sponds to specific sites and his personal 
interactions with the land as well as the 
homogenizing experience of 21st century 
interstate travel and the tourist industry 
culture, with its nostalgic simulacra.

EMILY STOVER
Minneapolis
MLA: University of Minnesota, Landscape 
Architecture, 2012.

Emily Stover is an architect and public 
artist working in alternative landscapes 
and new media, and is currently develop-
ing temporary architecture as interactive 
community space. Recently, she has col-
laborated to concoct a giant megaphone 
to amplify the “sound” of sunbeams, and 
also was a team member on the Tono-sau-
na for Art Shanty Projects. In early spring 
2012, she built a kitchen on a cart. This 
has become a part of Kitchen Lab, a mobile 
event happening at the Walker Art Center 
as you read this.

LEE WALTON
Greensboro, NC
MFA: California College of the Arts 

Lee Walton’s interest in the subtle, ev-
eryday actions of public life leads him to 
projects like “Momentary Performances”, 
or “27 Piles of Shaving Cream”. Through 
the simple use of, say, Vinyl text installed 
in public space, or piling shaving cream 
sculptures in a 2 mile radius of his home, 
everyday actions are formalized and take 
on a new life. “Playing Apart” dismantles 
an entire 90-piece marching band into 
single performers that collectively use 
the whole city as a playing field. Each 
band member, dressed in plain clothes, 
continually play Twisted Sister’s We’re 
Not Going To Take It as they walk their 
own route through the city.  Through this 
amplification, intimate everyday occur-
rences become celebrated events and blur 
the line between real-life and theater.
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The structure of the residency was planned to run from each 
Wednesday to Wednesday for three weeks, those days book-
ending a weekend crescendo that houses a Sunday dinner and 
conversation with one of our Guest Lecturers. These Guest 
Lecturer dinners would prove to be the focal point around which 
each week turned. Collectively, the group decided on Tuesday 
evening and a long Sunday to be designated mandatory resident 
“sessions” each week, while the Work Space, or Headquarters, 
“The Deli”, would still have 24-hour access for all residents to 
gather and work as they like, whenever they like. 

The very first Wednesday night, July 25, the residents and as-
sistants met at Patty and John’s house in the Deep South of 
Minneapolis for a Kick-Off dinner and cocktails. Plans revealed 
themselves to us for the weeks to come. New faces met old 
faces. Subconscious scripts were being written.  

The nature of a body that remains constantly in-flux requires 
every player’s presence of mind.

Aperitif
Residents Welcome Dinner

07.25.12
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Amuse-bouche
SPACE: 101 

Preparation and  
organization (2—days)

After searching and assessing many empty urban warehouses 
and storefronts in the hot days of June, we chose a former deli 
and bakery at 2501 Nicollet Avenue, in the heart of the Whittier 
neighborhood of South Minneapolis. The 2,000 square foot space, 
formerly Streudel Noodle in the 1980’s and then recently Ly Viet-
namese Bakery on “Eat Street”, retained a long history and much 
visual information of its former lives, a situation compelling to 
any artist. Erich and Joanna Christ, the owners of the Black For-
est Inn and notorious artist supporters in the community, kindly 
rented us the sprawl for the month and gave us as free a reign as 
we could have hoped. 

The Deli had been used for storage for years. After three long 
days of preparation, which involved moving over 100 boxes of 
pulp fiction, the space was open and inviting. 

In this particular project, the space that housed our activity be-
came crucial. It’s glowing deli cases, the history scratched on the 
hardwood floor, the long stainless steel deli counter and broken 
hot ovens began to inform thought processes and conversation.

Parts of the deli organically became the library, the office, a 
screen-printing shop, a smorgasbord for potlucks. The men’s 
bathroom with a broken light was easily turned into a darkroom. 
The quaint brick-laid patio behind the building, once used for 
outdoor seating, became the Guest Lecturer dinner spot fitted 
with grill and strung with white globe lights, as well as cigarette 
break and reading chairs.

Our long storefront window served as the suture between public 
and private; our activity humming inside it’s walls. A constant 
give and take with the street, and it looking back at us.
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Hors d’oeuvre
WEEK ONE DINNER

Conversation with Kinji Akagawa

What a way to welcome this project. 
Everyone anticipated with great rever-
ence Kinji Akagawa, professor emeritus at 
Minneapolis College of Art and Design and 
one of the great thinkers and doers of this 
era of Minneapolis. Kinji was only asked to 
come and have dinner with us, leaving the 
agenda up to the night. His propagating 
smile and cadence of speech was met by 
a candid curiosity about the world, and us, 
and what we are about. Kinji wanted to talk 
about who we are; he wanted our stories. 
In their telling, we each also learned quite 
a bit about each other; a perfect beginning. 

Kinji talked about the idea of the Dia-
logical Self, a kind of position in which 
we identify ourselves in relation to other 
people. No longer is it the I, here, and the 
You, there, separate from me. In dialogue, 
one identifies oneself in multiple internal 
positions. So, I am I, but also I am me and 
my daughter, me and my neighbor, me 
and my teacher; a kind of extended-self 

identity. If this is so, how does that affect 
the world, in a tactile way? Conversation 
roamed through this and on to other things 
at its own pace, revealing that we were all 
curious about who we are as humans, and 
artists, and how we operate in the world. 
This became our philosophical arc, of 
that dinner, and into the rest of our time 
together.

07.27.12
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Soup
Take a Seat

Lee Walton

The inimitable Lee Walton joined us from Greensboro, 
North Carolina, for just one week. His energy and 
vision became key in setting the tone of how these 
weeks would shape themselves. Serious rigor. Sense 
of humor. Presence of mind. Risk taking. 
As one of the two out-of-state residents, his 24-hour 
dedication and immediacy became a constant which 
local residents could adhere to and measure as they 
also dealt with their busy daily lives. His attention re-
mained only here. Lee’s practice involves control and 
random social practice situations specifically related 
to Place, and this “think tank” was a perfect environ-
ment for him to experiment with like thinkers.

As he left the residency after 7 days, he tasked us to 
conduct a piece with these two particular deli chairs. 
He marked them, and challenged us to set them 
exponentially further apart each remaining day of the 
residency, and document their location. Anyone could 
do it, on any day, randomly, but only once.  

Eventually, one chair was set across the street,  
taking up a parking spot.
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Salad
Can You Help Me Pull a Screen? 

Ben Garthus

One of the most popular requests from the residents was to have 
access to a screen-printing studio. Instead, we turned part of the 
deli nearest the sinks into one. With one bathroom designated as 
a darkroom, a DIY screen shop was set up. We used a wheeled 
speed-rack for an emulsion-curing cabinet and utilized the coin 
car wash down the street as the wash-out station.  

Ben Garthus, resident from Brooklyn, NY, developed a project in 
which he began exposing screens directly from graphics on the 
storefront windows up and down Nicollet Avenue. Using the sun 
as a light source, he would emulsify the screens in the darkroom 

at the Deli. Wrapped in heavy black plastic 
to protect them from light, he would walk 
up Nicollet, selecting graphics he thought 
compelling to use as source material for 
prints. He’d go into the shop and chat up 
the owner or clerk to get permission to 
expose his screen, which became difficult 
as Eat Street has many non-native English 
speakers. This often involved describing it 
as “taking a picture” of the window. 

It was a two-person maneuver, often feel-
ing like a covert op.

Frame the screen, mark the window, remove the tape, pull the black plastic off, slam 
the screen flush to the window, Count aloud 1…2….3…4….5…6…7, quickly duck the 
screen back into it’s plastic envelope, nod at the clerk as you run out the door heading 
back to the Deli and for the darkroom as fast as possible.

In the last week, Ben was scouting and exposing his screens in the entire Whittier 
neighborhood, including Lake Street. He captured graphics from a Mexican panaderia, 
Korean market, African hair-braiding shop, and police station, among many others.
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Side Order
Pepthi

Drinking in Public
with
Ben Garthus

Just recently off trips to 
Germany, Daniel and Lee 
offered to share the things 
they’d found. On our third 
day, we set up a makeshift 
stand for the projector, 

and they each gave a comprehensive talk and discus-
sion about what they’d seen. First hand-accounts for 
those of us that couldn’t attend the international art 
trifecta: Documenta, Art:Basel, and the Berlin Biennial. 
These three constellations of events wouldn’t occur 
in the same summer again for another 13 years, and 
many local art cognescenti had made the trip.

The first few days involved several field trips taken 
on bicycles. One perfect summer afternoon, we’d just 
finished setting up the Deli space with appropriate 
stations, and so took off on bikes towards the Walker 
Art Center. The Walker had been hosting their second 
summer of an outdoor experiment called Open Field, 
in which they re-tool their outdoor spaces and lawns 
for artful activities. We were headed to see a group 

we all highly regard for their innovation 
and fresh thinking: Ro/lu Design Group. 
They had a small residency of their own 
at Open Field where they’re re-making 
select pieces in the Walker’s permanent 
Collection and building little white stages 
for them, dotting the grassy knoll next to 
the Walker building.

Matt Olson, of Ro/lu, engaged our group and met 
Lee in person, a following they’d had of each other 
only through the internet. It was a beautiful evening, 
great art and conversation, leading to another bike 
ride across town at sunset to catch local artist Bruce 
Tapola’s talk at Midway Contemporary, our group ar-
riving late and settling in the front of a crowded house 
for the raucous and funny Tapola. After the talk, out 
on the veranda with PBRs in hand, it was a close par-
allel to any other Minneapolis art event except that 
we were together and folks kept saying things like 
“Oh, you’re a part of that residency, that’s so awe-
some it’s underway!” It seemed like a nice beginning 
moment for us all. On biking back across town to the 
Deli, the sky now deepest purple, we all got a little 
spread out and a yelling conversation went like this: 
 Emily: “Patty, is this how all residencies are?”  
 Pant, pant. 
 Patty: “I don’t know.” Pant, pant. 
 Emily: “Because this is awesome.”

Side Order
Ro-lu Open Field

Walker Art Center

We all attended the final 
ROLU action at Walker’s 
Open Field, at the end 
of which he gave us this 
piece of braille printed 
paper, a project Matthew 
Gogola of Rolu made 
called Doing As Seeing.

Side Order
Documenta

Presented by Daniel Dean 
and Lee Walton



melon walk

a city game

ben.garthus
emily.stover
lee.walton

(*any object will do)

first performed 07.27.2012
minneapolis, mn

setup:
best played in a small group. wear 
comfortable shoes, and bring a time-
keeper, camera, and bus/taxi money. 
find a korean melon* and 
select a nearby 
starting point.

rules:
1. only     
move when a 
person will carry the 
melon*, and allow you to follow.
2. continue to follow until you are released.
3. players must take turns approaching people.
4. never retrace your steps.
5. if you’re between people and you see a bus you 
can catch, take it. ride until the first turn.
6. photograph each person with the melon*.
7. after 1-1/2 hours, the game is over. find the closest 
bar, buy a round of the tap beer nearest to the door. 
share the melon’s* drink.

Palette Cleanser
Melon Game

Ben, Lee, Emily

24 25
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Starter
A Bakers Dozen Is Not Thirteen

Emily Stover

Gleaning some direction from the former deli and bakery, Emily 
took on a project, which involved baking loaves of bread. Many 
loaves. Her instincts were to see what she could do or build with 
these loaves, and how that could phenomenologically affect 
the space. Referencing Ann Hamilton and Jackie Windsor, she 
extended her own creative practice, which centers around the 
act of cooking and sharing, having just created a mobile kitchen 
unit that can be pushed like a cart or attached to a bike. She is 
formally a Landscape Architect and social practitioner, asking 
lots of questions about how the object relates to space and its 
function therein. 

Emily used the kitchens of the Black Forest Inn to bake as many 
industrial-sized loaves of bread as possible, giving herself room 
to experiment with their arrangement in the space. The 200 
loaves took on many forms, one of which straddled the storefront 
window, and eventually arrived at a chair in a greenspace beside 
the Mississippi River. 

He experiments at the Deli lead her to several poignant pieces 
for the Second Stage one-nighter exhibition in October: baked 
letter pretzel forms, rising dough sculptures, and an exchange 
which traded individual boxes of sourdough starter for an audio 
recording of the last food experience one had.
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Entrée
Spatial Feedback

John Fleischer

From the first day, as the residents would be work-
ing at their individual stations, eerie sounds would 
crackle from the corners of the room. Then the junc-
ture of wall and ceiling. Then back by the bathrooms. 
John Fleischer was taking recordings of the aural 
qualities of the space. He would play sounds out and 
then record them bouncing back to the microphone. 
His experiments evolved to building a box-like struc-
ture that could spin, like a lazy-susan, which emit 
and capture recorded sounds. He used this new tool 
inside the Deli, outside on the sidewalk, and around 
the block.

His focus was on timbre, defined as the combination 
of qualities of a sound that distinguishes it from other 
sounds of the same pitch and volume.
Through this collection, which felt much like a 
portrait of the space, he composed multiple sound 
arrangements. 

His sounds can be found as part of the Podcast Series 
on the website tenchancesartres.org/podcasts.
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Wine Service
GARDEN PARTY

Colin and Shenai

08.04.12

What does it look like to be “in-residence” in one’s 
home city?

What can be gleaned from and given back to 9 other 
artists  working side-by-side for 3 weeks? 

What does it mean when Bakhtin says “We are all 
events,” and what exactly is the Dialogical Self?

How do I get a proper exposure on this screen with 
direct sunlight?

What makes a good story? What can I do with all  
this bread?

These are just some of the questions we’re asking.

Join us for a discussion about these ponderances,  
and have a drink!”

- from Garden Party Invitation to friends, hosted by good 
folks Colin Kloecher and Shanai Matteson

Color photograph 
by Shawn Shmuda
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Main Course
Underwater Rescue

Peter McLarnan

Working on a script with an underwater 
component, Peter McLarnan began 
research with a high-end underwater 
video camera. Residents Ben and Emily 
went out on several expeditions with him 
to Cedar Lake and Lake Nokomis to run 
experiments. These involved such trials as 
swimming with your clothes on, how color 
is affected by refracting sunlight, and focal 
depth in waters of varying degrees  
of murkiness. 

THE RESULTS ARE STUNNING.
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Main Course
Landslide

Chad Rutter

During the residency Chad was also work-
ing full time as a receptionist at a local 
clinic. Arriving at the space still in his 
uniform every week was like walking be-
tween worlds. Coming to the Deli became 
a necessary time and more appreciated, 
“like a dog being let off a leash,” he says. 
The reality is many of artists have to also 
draw a paycheck from elsewhere so we 
can pursue our aesthetic/dialectic call-
ings. The open structure of this residency, 
only requiring two non-9-5 attendances 
per week, helped him develop the latter 
while still allowing the former to happen.

Guest Lecturer Kinji Akagawa shared his 
recent interest in the cultural theorist 
Mikhail Bakhtin, especially his view of 
people existing as events rather than indi-
viduals. This simple jump in understand-
ing seemed freeing. For Chad, existing 
only as individuals also brings with it the 
stress of questioning one’s agency, espe-
cially when working a day job to support a 
career. What power do we have? Thinking 
of ourselves as events that simply unfold 
and effect other events around us, wheth-
er we’re aware of it or not, seems less 
stressful. He is an event that affects other 
events whether he’s scheduling patients 
with doctors at the clinic or discussing 
theory with other artists over dinner.  

His unfolding is progressive and fits be-
tween and influences other unfoldings.

At around the same time as Kinji’s dinner, 
Chad read the text to Brian Holmes’ The 
Affectivist Manifesto, which lauds the 
sometimes overt, sometimes subtle power 
of art to influence the course of events, 
policy or cultural opinions. The examples 
of eruptions, floods and landslides were 
used in Holmes’ language in the context 
of changing land formations. Loving this 
imagery and perhaps willfully mis-inter-
preting it, he began a photo book project 
focusing on modest situations and place-
making events suggestive of subtle shifts 
in physical and cultural geography. 

When coming across new situations or 
individuals, he would ask himself if they’re 
an eruption, flood or landslide: does this 
force its way through another thing? Does 
it deposit something from an adjacent 
area? Does it change its own face as it 
slides toward a point of less resistance? 
Seeing every interaction, place or indi-
vidual as an event fits well with his current 
work of exploring the unfolding of our 
relationships to land and space.
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Skol!
WEEK TWO DINNER

Conversation with Cameron Gainer

Our Sunday dinner with Cameron Gainer 
moved easily through many topics, ranging 
from the art market and possible strate-
gies for our own experience within it, to 
post-colonialism and the international art 
scene. This Guest Lecturer is a transplant 
from New York City, an art maker, enthu-
siast, and move-and-shaker of critical 
and compelling art projects about town. 
Cameron’s candid nature and unique per-
spective made a gracious re-bound for our 
experiences and thoughts shared, volley-
ing throughout the meal and on after into 
the night. He attended to several individual 
studio visits with residents in the weeks 
to follow.

08.05.12
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Main Course
Contact

Kelsey Olson

Kelsey spent a lot of time reading, absorb-
ing and interpolating. She would come to 
the Deli quietly, and often alone and while 
you were talking to her, slip away for a 
moment to adjust a piece of cardboard. 
Behind this cardboard, she had an emulsi-
fied piece of photo paper taped to the wall, 
and was slowly exposing it. These pieces 
would retain the impressions of iron-
work, mouldings, and other architectural 
fixures, which would eventually manifest 
themselves in abstract painting-like im-
ages. 

She worked almost daily at Midway Con-
temporary, an art space across town, and 
so her residence times reflected this. She 
would be the first one there at 9 a.m., with 
coffee, sitting in an Adirondack chair on 
the patio and reading .
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Cheese Plate
Don’t Play With Your Food

K. Valentine Cadieux

A professor in the Geography Department at the University, 
Valentine brings a mix of things to this table. She has her BFA in 
Art from Harvard, and recently her work concerns herself with 
stories about food. She is interested in how people tell those 
stories, and many socio-economic conditions around our access 
to food. She fit her residency time in around many other com-
mitments and projects, and would bring her daily water-cooler 
stories to the Deli after 5. She shared some amazing films and 
learning tools from composiums at the Science Museum and oth-
ers. Her focused project for the residency time was to create and 
build a game which is played by answering a series of questions 
about your own food experience, which, Mousetrap-like, results 
in getting your pawn to the end. The game premiered at the State 
Fair just after the residency was over.
  
Her residency intersected with a Common Room bike tour, an 
outside project organized by Andy Sturdevant and Sergio Vucci, 
which lead bikers on a tour of food related sites in Minneapolis, 
from the Grain Exchange to community gardens to the downtown 
Farmer’s Market.
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Port/Cordial
Experience This With Me

Daniel Dean

Dessert
FINAL DINNER

Conversation with Jan Estep

Our last Dinner and Conversation occurred 
with Jan Estep in the last three days. She 
has a combination of razor-sharp wits 
and a big heart, and she wears them both 
on her sleeve. With double degrees in 
Philosophy and Art, Jan is theory-based, 
but also knows the practical rigor of an art 
practice, and strives to keep asking herself 
the big questions: why do we do this? How 
optimistic are we, and what is that opti-
mism in service toward? Our conversation 
with her was evenly handled. At that time, 
we were nearing the end of the residency, 
and she was interested in what we had 
learned and our experience of this time 
together. As a Professor at the University 
of Minnesota, she came with more previ-
ous connections to the group than Kinji or 
Cameron; we could, then, jump into the 
conversation at a different point. 

Jan brings a tremendous humanity to any 
dialogue. She could move about the room, 
talking specifically to people about their 
work and strategies for making, as well as 
her own. Our dinner with her was a well-
suited finale, and moved us smoothly into 
our own conversation about wrapping up 
the residency project, and looming unwel-
come plans for exiting the Deli. 

08.12.12

Collectively, the group decided 
to have a Lock-In: an overnight 
in which residents could not 
leave until morning.
Daniel chose this time to show 
the assembled group a 16mm 
film that he discovered but had 
never shown. In fact, it had 
never been shown at all.

This choice was reflexive of 
Daniel’s over-all participation:  
an abiding interest in sharing 
specific experience with others 
in small incremental moments.
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Digestif
Exhibition (one night only)

Art of This, September 23, 2012
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Night-cap 
Podcast Series

Space Time Transmission 0010 

John Fleischer

Best Soul I Know 

Patricia Healy McMeans

Find Podcast Series on the 
website tenchancesartres.
org/podcasts.
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Doing the Dishes
Speaking With Friends 

by Jan Estep

Despite the growing interest in social practices among con-
temporary artists, much of the work of being an artist remains 
individualistic. Those with a studio-based practice know directly 
how isolated artmaking can be, preferring the time alone. For 
a more public artist, directing, managing, organizing, motivat-
ing, wrangling: the skills needed to work with a group require 
the same independence and personal vision as working solo. 
However shared the process, the artist is responsible for the 
combined efforts. Whether our artistic practice is collaborative 
and communal or individual and private, artists need a strong 
sense of self. For sustenance and so we don’t get too complacent 
with our limited perspective, connection with peers is vital. 
 Simply put, we need our artist friends. I’m not saying that 
our loved ones have to be artists, or even that most of our close 
associates need be; people are attracted to all sorts. But in order 
to feel fully supported in our art, having friendships with other 
artists is important. Artist friends unconditionally accept what 
we do; they understand the false starts, frustrations, and curious 
obsessions. They forgive us when we get lost in a project for 
weeks at a time without contacting them. Yet artist friends also 
give critical feedback when we run into difficulties, pointing out 
our blind spots and narrow assumptions without blaming us. 
In their company we can be serious or ridiculous, confident or 
uncertain. We don’t have to hide who we are to impress them or 
make them feel good; we can genuinely be ourselves. 
 Having close relationships with artists is not the same thing 
as socializing with artists. The extroverts among us may enjoy 
gallery openings and schmoozing, and have a natural talent for 
it, while introverts stay clear of large gatherings, feeling over-
stimulated by the excessive energy. The social thing aside, it is 

the more intimate encounters with other artists that really make 
us feel seen and heard, encounters that allow us to freely divulge 
our thoughts and feelings about what we make, what we aspire 
to. Artists may be driven to make art, but expressing ourselves 
materially can feel incredibly risky and a bit strange. Connecting 
over a shared passion for artmaking helps us to embrace that 
process, normalizing our creative behavior. 
 Intimate art encounters are hard to come by. As an educator 
I’ve seen that art school can be a place where people connect 
deeply with other artists. Residencies like Ten Chances, No Hus-
tle also offer such a place. Intimacy doesn’t just automatically 
happen, but the right environment helps us create relationships 
in which there’s enough trust and respect among members to be 
vulnerable with one another and courageously explore the edges 
of what we believe and know. The best environments also help 
us weather the ensuing tensions that arise whenever humans 
interact in close quarters: the disagreements, hurt feelings, and 
inevitable misunderstandings, the jealousy, insecurities, and 
competitive comparisons. It’s a fine line between being construc-
tive and judgmental, and intimacy needs the former to flourish. 
 Too often people can feel separated from one another. Com-
ing together over art reminds us that we are interconnected and 
that no matter how modest or ambitious, solitary or collabora-
tive, every bit counts. 

Such friendships enhance our practice.

SPEAKING WITH FRIENDS
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The Black Forest family:

 Erich, Joanna, Gina, and Erica

Christopher Chapman 

Erika Woelfel 

Sally Ruddy

John Corrigan

Madeline Sorenson

Lindsey Piechowski

Kati Mae Duesler

Kasia Wasko

A. J. Warnick

Peter McLarnan

Kirsten Peterson 
Matt Oloson
Jan Estep

Cameron Gainer

Olga Viso

Kinji Akagawa

Jennifer Goudreau

Tom and Mary Rose

Colin DeYoung

Janet Loebbrecht

Rich Davy

DONORS 2012

We thank the following contributors for their 
assistance in the Pilot Season, whether it be generous 
monetary or material donations, conversations, high 
fives, and/or 12-packs of beer. 
 
We couldn’t have accomplished  
anything without you.

K. Valentine Cadieux

Brennan Vance

Andy Sturdevant

Jesse Petersen

Marc Willhite

Ryan Hageman

Nicole Tschampel

Rosemary Williams

Lauren Herzak-Baumann 

Ben Garthus 

Chad Rutter

John Fleischer

Caroline Kent

Nate Young

Rachel Breen

Megan Vossler

Colin Kloecker

Shanai Matteson

Kate Casanova

Rosemary Kimball

Sarah Peters

Jen March 

Philip Dorwart

THANK YOU!!
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